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Young Professionals in Foreign Policy Fact Sheet 

Young Professionals in Foreign Policy (YPFP) is a community of promising young professionals 
with diverse professional and cultural backgrounds, bound together by an interest in addressing 
global challenges. YPFP educates and influences its members through comprehensive, informed, 
and diverse cross-sector dialogue with each other and today’s leading foreign policy leaders.  

Mission: To foster the next generation of foreign policy leaders by providing young professionals 
with the knowledge, skills, exposure, and relationships to tackle critical global challenges over the 
course of their careers. 

Vision: To be the premier global organization that turns ambitious, aspiring young professionals 
into innovative, inspiring, and impactful leaders. We build the foreign policy leader of the future. 

Values: YPFP members are dedicated to… 
• serving the public through ethical leadership; 
• engaging in informed, constructive, nonpartisan discussion of international affairs; 
• promoting respect, professionalism, and camaraderie within our community; and 
• enabling the professional advancement, intellectual development, and personal growth of 

our members. 

Key Dates: 
• 2004 – Founded by Josh Marcuse 
• 2006 – Established London branch, established New York City branch 
• 2007 – Launched discussion groups program, launched Refugee Assistance Program 
• 2008 – Established Brussels branch 
• 2012 – Gary Barnabo inaugurated as President 
• 2013 – Established Rome hub 
• 2014 – Established Nigeria hub, established Tel Aviv hub 

Membership: 2,767 active, dues paying members located around the world 

Global Locations: 
• Washington, D.C. 
• Brussels, 
• New York City 
• London 

• Rome 
• Tel Aviv 
• Nigeria

 
Leadership: 

• Josh Marcuse – Founder & Chairman of the Board of Directors 
• Gary Barnabo – President (2012-Present) 
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